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Charles Shapiro, MD, comments on a study on residual cancer burden (RCB) after neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy predicted survival across all breast cancer subtypes and treatments. [Medscape] 
 
Marshall Posner, MD, discusses the safety, efficacy, immunogenicity of arenavirus-based 
vectors HB-201 and HB-202 in patients with HPV16+ cancers presented at the European Society 
of Medical Oncology Congress 2021. [Oncology Tube] [Oncology Tube Podcast] 
 
Sarah Cate, MD, discusses Breast Cancer Awareness Month and the impact of delayed 
screenings. [PIX 11] 
 
Paula Klein, MD, discusses when to get a second opinion for metastatic breast cancer. 
[HealthiNation] 
 
Jian Jin, PhD, discusses his research on a novel therapy that could be effective against pediatric 
leukemia. [Science Daily] [Obroncology] [Today UK News] [Mega Doctor News] [Genetic 
Engineering & Biotechnology News] 
 
Paula Klein, MD, discusses the next steps after diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer. 
[HealthiNation] 
 
Paula Klein, MD, discusses breast cancer patient, Eloise Caggiano, celebrating her sweet 16 
cancer anniversary and survivorship. [NBC New York] 
 
Hanna Irie, MD, PhD, discusses breast cancer patient, Roshni Kamta, and the importance of 
yearly mammograms. [PIX 11] 
 
Laurie Margolies, MD, discusses The Mount Sinai Mobile Mammography Unit. [QNS] 
 
Amy Tiersten, MD, discusses her breast cancer patient, Mary Sutcliffe, and her journey through 
chemotherapy, a double mastectomy and reconstruction. [Spectrum News: NY1] 
 
Paula Klein, MD, discusses her breast cancer patient, Erin Monteleone, and how young, healthy 
women aren't always immune to breast cancer. [CBS New York] 
 
Michael Zeidman, MD, discusses breast cancer misconceptions. [MedicalNewsToday] 
 
Sarah Cate, MD, comments on Keytruda and treating early-stage triple-negative breast cancer. 
[Survivornet] 
 
Jonathan Ungar, MD, shares his passion and expertise for treating skin cancer. [Top Doctor 
Magazine] 
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Eirini Papapetrou, MD, PhD, discusses her research that identifies a new drug that targets 
blood cancer and potentially solid tumors. [Medical Xpress] [Florida News Times] [Science 
Daily] [News Medical] [The Medical Progress] 
 
Sarah Cate, MD, discusses Breast Cancer Awareness Month and warns against delaying 
screening during the pandemic. [Our Town] 
 
Deborah Marshall, MD, and Jalal Ahmed Khan, MD, PhD, from the Tish Cancer Center receive 
a total of $4M in grant awards for their research.[The Cancer Letter] [Crain's Health Pulse - 
Subscription Required] 
 
Joshua Richter, MD, discusses combinations that offer multiple treatment options in the case 
of a 78-year-old woman with relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma. [Targeted Oncology] 
 
Raja Flores, MD, comments on the different options patients have when it comes to lung 
surgery. [Survivornet] 
 
Julie Fasano, MD, comments on questions to ask your doctor if you’re diagnosed with 
metastatic breast cancer. [California News Times] [Glamour] [MSN Lifestyle] 
 
Oren Becher, MD, has been appointed as the Division Chief of Pediatric Hematology-Oncology, 
Chair in Pediatric Hematology and Professor of Pediatrics at the Icahn School of Medicine. 
[Crain's Health Pulse - Subscription Required] 
 
Paula Klein, MD, discusses patient, Erin Monteleone, and raising breast cancer awareness in 
young women. [CBS News] 
 
Sarah Cate, MD, discusses what you need to know about breast cancer. [CUNY Latinas] 
 
Stephanie Bernik, MD, comments on the use of marijuana and breast cancer patients. [Health 
Day] [NBC News] 
 
Elisa Port, MD, discusses the PALB2 gene mutation and breast cancer risk. [Fox News] [Yahoo 
News] 
 
Amy Tiersten, MD, discusses how to treat menopause symptoms for women who have breast 
cancer. [Cure Today] 
 
Elisa Port, MD, and Kenan Onel, MD, PhD discuss Mount Sinai's Comprehensive BRCA Program 
for Men and Women, a new cancer program that aims to stop cancer before it begins. [MAT: 
Mann About Town] 
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